This paper presents a text-independent speaker verification method using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), where only utterances of enrolled speakers are required. Artificial cohorts are used instead of those from speaker databases, and GMMs for artificial cohorts are generated by changing model parameters of the GMM for a claimed speaker. Equal error rates by the proposed method are about 60% less than those by a conventional method which also uses only utterances of enrolled speakers. key words: speaker verification, Gaussian mixture model, artificial cohort, score normalization, background model
Introduction
Speaker verification (SV) is the task of determining whether the claimed identity of a speaker is correct. Statistical approaches using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are commonly used for text-independent SV [1] . An important issue in the statistical approaches is that of score normalization, and several normalization methods have already been proposed. Popular normalization methods, which are briefly reviewed in 2, are as follows: normalization using universal background model [1] , cohort normalization method [2] , and T-norm [3] .
All of the above score normalization methods need speaker databases. However, preparation of a database is a burden particularly in a small scale SV system such as one for home security, where the number of enrolled speakers is very small*. In such an SV system, it is desirable to perform SV using only utterances of enrolled speakers, if it is possible. In fact, this issue is already addressed in text-dependent SV using hidden Markov model [4] and textindependent SV using GMM [5] , though their purpose is to build a flexible and portable SV system running on portable devices such as palm-top computers and wireless phones.
In [5], a background model was estimated using the training data for a claimed speaker, i.e., the same data was used to build the claimed speaker model and its background model. The difference between the two models is the number of Gaussian mixtures, and 32-mixture GMM and 16mixture GMM were used for the claimed speaker model and its background model, respectively. However, SV perfor- In fact, instead of ps(Y) and po(Y), the normalized likelihood by the length T of the vector sequence Y (the number of frames), i.e., ps(Y)1/T and po(Y)1/T are usually used. In that case, the log-likelihood ratio S(Y) is given as
Using S(Y), the decision on the hypothesis that Y is from *In general , speaking and recording conditions influence SV performance and in particular, handset (microphone) variability causes significant performance degradation in SV systems [1] . If speaking and recording conditions in such an SV system are similar to those under which speech data from many speakers have already been collected for a database, score normalization can be carried out using the universal background model or cohorts from the database. However in general, we cannot expect this coincidence on speaking and recording conditions. Therefore, preparation of a database is almost always required for any SV system. 
is used instead of the universal background model.
( Table 1 Equal error rates (EERs) in SV experiments using GMMs with several numbers of mixtures. Table 3 Equal error rates (%) in SV experiments using different numbers of real and artificial cohorts. 
